**ACTIVITY 1**

Are these true or false. Choose then watch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>True</th>
<th>False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* Callie asks Nikesh to apprehend and arrest Arthur Montgomery.</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Callie refers to one of her fellow police officers as 'dogsboby'.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Nikesh is three miles away from Arthur.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Nikesh tells Callie to stay calm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Arthur sees the police officers pursuing him.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* He turns around when he sees the police chasing him.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Callie knows Nikesh has caught Arthur.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACTIVITY 2**

Complete the timeline.

- **Cliff meeting:** Arthur Montgomery says he tells Jamie he won’t bail him out with money and that Jamie jumped.
- **Arthur apprehended and arrested**
- **Arthur interrogated (no solicitor)**
- **Jamie leaves for work (Pip in car)**
- **Wife receives text**
- **Selfie of Arthur Montgomery walking down cliffs**
- **Hackers receive ransom**
- **J calls Arthur (reports hack)**
- **Jamie’s body discovered**

- 23rd October 08.00
- 09.00
- 12.13 - 12.43
- 12.40
- 13.00
- 14.56
- 17.00
- 26th October 16.42
- (time body falls)
ACTIVITY 4
1 - Watch Session 10 activity 4 and complete.

The witness, Sarah Smith, was a walker on Dreamers’ cliffs and saw Arthur Montgomery, who the police _______ is the murderer. After a police chase, he has been _______ and brought to the station for _______. But is he _______? Is there a vital piece of information that’s going to be _______ that _______ he murdered Jamie? Or maybe he’s innocent.

2 - Watch from minute 02.48 Session 11. Activity 9 and order.

I don’t think I can do an impersonation.

The only thing I can think of is when, in Castaway, he goes: ‘… Wilson!’

I can’t think of one bad film he’s done.

One in particular just came up: it’s Tom Hanks.

He’s so naturalistic – I can watch him for ever.

You just don’t know if he’s acting or not, on screen.

Listen to Charlene Hamilton, who plays the part of Sarah Smith, talking about who her favourite actor is.
ACTIVITY 5  How does the series end? Choose. Complete.

1. Arthur denies that Jamie’s files had incriminating information…
   a) about sex and drugs.
   b) about him threatening Jamie.

2. The detectives interrogate Arthur about cleaning his knives…
   a) to see if he could have stabbed Jamie.
   b) to encourage him to confess.

3. They point out that his fingerprints can be matched to the phone using…
   a) the cookbook he gifted them.
   b) his chef’s knives.

4. Arthur admits that Jamie
   a) had been helping him evade tax.
   b) was taking money from him.

5. He says Jamie
   a) wanted to leave.
   b) admit his illegal activity.

6. He confesses that he had to stop Jamie
   a) from attacking him.
   b) from allowing the hackers to publish Arthur’s accounts.

ACTIVITY 6   Review the session vocabulary

pursuing = following
_________ = a person who does unpleasant jobs
_________ = taking somebody to the police station for committing a crime
_________ = a legal advisor
_________ = not brave
_________ = continually ask to do something
_________ = a unique pattern on your fingers
_________ = out = help out of trouble
_________ = feel easily sick or disgusted
_________ = a proportion of your earnings to be paid to the government
**ACTIVITY 1**

- Callie asks Nikesh to apprehend and arrest Arthur Montgomery. **✓**
- Callie refers to one of her fellow police officers as 'dogsboby'. **✓**
- Nikesh is three miles away from Arthur. **✓**
- Nikesh tells Callie to stay calm. **✓**
- Arthur sees the police officers pursuing him. **✓**
- He turns around when he sees the police chasing him. **✓**
- Callie knows Nikesh has caught Arthur. **✓**

**ACTIVITY 2**

**Cliff meeting:** Arthur Montgomery says he tells Jamie he won’t bail him out with money and that Jamie jumped.

- Jamie leaves for work (Pip in car) 23rd October 08.00
- Wife receives text 12.13 - 12.43
- Selfie of Arthur Montgomery walking down cliffs 13.00
- Jamie’s body discovered 14.56
- Hackers receive ransom 17.00
- Nikesh apprehended and arrested 16.42
- Callie leaves for work (Pip in car) 26th October 09.00

**ACTIVITY 3**

- He jumped? 1
- Why did you do it Mr Montgomery? Was Jamie Phelps a threat to you? 10
- Was there something in the file that was hacked? 11
- I don’t know. Didn’t look. Rather squeamish. 4
- That’s about right. The selfie, it’s always easier to just do it. They badger you otherwise. 6
- Did Jamie Phelps’ body hit the water? Or did it land on the sand? 3
- After witnessing this suicide, you came back down, met a fan, took a selfie, and drove off? 5
- We know you killed Jamie Phelps. You pushed him off the cliff, sent a text to his wife and chucked the phone after him. 7
- The phone was dry, you see. The body was wet. 8
- We also suspect you paid the ransom, taking the details from Jamie’s phone. 9

**ACTIVITY 4**

- The *witness*, Sarah Smith, was a walker on Dreamers’ cliffs and saw Arthur Montgomery, who the police *suspect* is the murderer. After a police chase, he has been *arrested* and brought to the station for *questioning*. But is he *guilty*? Is there a vital piece of information that’s going to be *revealed* that proved he murdered Jamie? Or maybe he’s innocent.

**ACTIVITY 5**

1. Arthur denies that Jamie’s files had incriminating information
   - about sex and drugs
   - about him threatening Jamie.
2. The detectives interrogate Arthur about cleaning his knives
   - to see if he could have stabbed Jamie.
3. They point out that his fingerprints can be matched to the phone using
   - the cookbook he gifted them.
4. Arthur admits that Jamie
   - had been helping him evade tax.
   - was taking money from him.
5. He says Jamie
   - wanted to leave.
   - to encourage him to confess.
6. He confesses that he had to stop Jamie
   - from attacking him.
   - by allowing the hackers to publish Arthur’s accounts.

**ACTIVITY 6**

- pursu... following
- dogsboby = a person who does unpleasant jobs
- arresting = the police station for committing a crime
- solicitor = a legal advisor
- cowardly = not brave
- badger = continually ask to do something
- fingerprints = a unique pattern on your fingers
- bail out = help out of trouble
- squeamish = feel easily sick or disgusted
- tax = a proportion of your earnings to be paid to the government